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and Planet Lighting for supporting Vision Magazine



Welcome,



to Vision Magazine



Vision Magazine is a termly publication dedicated to showcasing the creative talents of students from the Mid-North Coast Region. We are dedicated to the writing, journalism, and

visual arts of youth!



Lewis Gentle



London Hawke



Max Kornhauser



Cem Yumru



Editor in Chief

Editor of Content &amp; Design



Editor of Events &amp;

Visual Arts



Editor of Writing &amp;
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Editor 0f Photography

&amp; Photographic content
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Opinion Piece



Collective Amnesia.

In the exponentially evolving world of

modern technology, social media and

total news coverage, we are engulfed with

information whether we like it or not. In

an instant, we have complete coverage of

any story from around the world, from

any perspective. As a result, significant

events and issues attract direct attention

from news readers, TV viewers and social

media users alike. Within weeks, urgent issues confronting Australians and the global community are forgotten and replaced

with different stories that are more current

but not always more consequential. It’s a

never ending cycle of collective amnesia

that leaves critical issues unresolved and

bypassed as the new story steals the global

gaze. Does anyone remember the 200

Nigerian girls kidnapped by the Islamic

Fundamentalist group Boko Haram who

are still missing? How is the post earthquake cleanup in Nepal progressing?

It seems that in this ever updating world of

communication, governments, politicians,

the media and the general public cannot

stick with an issue for an extended period

of time. The gay marriage debate was at

the forefront of Australian politics, but

since the rise of ISIS and national terrorist

threats, gay marriage has been pushed to

the background. The media doesn’t focus

on it, the Liberal Party ignores the issue,

and the general public appears to have

overlooked what was once a prominent

matter. The other issues warrant a significant amount of attention but should not

push matters such as marriage equality

aside. In spite of this, the public’s focus on



Writen by Max Kornhauser



certain issues (and not gay marriage, for

example) is not purposeful, and instead

counterintuitive. The majority of people

will unconsciously only pay attention to

issues in their direct line of sight, and the

media is that line of sight. The public’s attention on the media and politicians, who

have a focus on other issues, only leads to

gay marriage being neglected and unprioritized by the community, even though

the Australian community supports the

legalisation at a telling 68%.

The existence of collective amnesia is not

only apparent surrounding gay marriage;

instead it’s a widespread phenomena.

The aftermath of the ebola crisis, extreme

poverty and starvation in parts of Africa,

Indigenous incarceration, the human

rights abuses from nations including Saudi

Arabia (and to an extent, our own country) are just a few examples of how issues

can be forgotten or left behind if they are

not solved by the time a new matter grabs

the spotlight. So, who’s to blame?

You would think that the media is part

of the reason for this occurrence, and yes

it is. To dump complete liability on the

media though, would be like blaming

McDonald’s for the entire obesity crisis. The media is just the medium, or at

least the catalyst for this phenomena as

they project consistently new stories on

many platforms of communication. In

many ways however, the media’s role is to

provide new stories to the public and keep

them informed. Is it really the media’s job

to remind us about issues that have been

disregarded? Frankly, I don’t believe so.



In essence, finding someone or something

to blame this on is infact, pointless and

the reason for this is concealed in the first

word of the name for this phenomenon:

collective amnesia. Collectively, the media,

the government and the general public are

all part of the cause for this occurrence,

there is nothing and everything to blame.

The responsibility to break the continuous

cycle though falls not on the media but on

the government and the general population. The media is going to always report

newly discovered stories, that is their job

description. Crucially, it is up to the many

governments around the world to attempt

to deal with situations that have been

neglected, even if the issue is not in the

public eye. If it is an issue of importance,

just like marriage equality, poverty in Africa and other bypassed matters, it should

be dealt with and not forgotten, regardless

of whether it will gain immediate support

or votes for the sitting party. Surely the

victims of Boko Haram and the Nepalese

earthquake deserve this.

Ultimately though, it falls on the shoulders of the public, to break free from this

damaging cycle of unintentional forgetfulness. If an issue hasn’t been tackled and

has fallen into the shadows of the political

agenda, the public should demand for

change instead of acting with neglect. It is

vital that individually and communally, we

recognise when an issue has been pushed

aside from our line of sight on the news

or social media, the political conversation,

and in general discussion, so that we may

actively break free from the cycle of collective amnesia that prevents humanitarian

development and progression.
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Feature Photographer



Cem Yumru



“The five photos I’ve put together for this feature article have all been taken by me over the past two years. The settings and subjects of

my photographs fall under the bracket of nature photography, which is what I’m most passionate about. The reason I chose this set of

photos is because they are amongst my favourite images but also demonstrate a variety of different compositions and techniques. They

also illustrate the diversity of the Australian land &amp; seascape, as the turtle photo was taken on the Great Barrier Reef, the cascade taken

further inland from Dorrigo, and the waves captured down on the South Coast. The fact that all these moments were captured in unique

and varying environments is what makes photography interesting, as my creativity can be expanded as I discover new locations to travel

to.” - Cem Yumru
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Feature Artist



Amelia Barbaresco



“Windows to the Soul” by Amelia Barbaresco
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PHOTOGRAPHERS

OF VISION

“I’ve been taking photos since I was 12. The photos on display are some of my best photos. I have always had a passion for photography but only really got into the whole photography thing in the last 2-3 years. I have taken many

different photos including portrait, landscapes, the built environment, some firework pictures; stop motion but my

main photos are nature. Most of my photos have been taken in Coffs Harbour, some in Bright in Victoria and some

on school camps. I love how photos can say 1000 words to a billion people”

Brooke West, Year 10

“These photos have been taken along the East Coast of Australia and

in Isle of Pines, New Caledonia. I especially love capturing the soft

textures contrasting the vibrant colours which I find bring in a peaceful effect to the compositions and draw in the reality of the moment

in which the photo was taken.”

Laura Cross, Year 11



“My name is Peter Stocks I’m 17 years old, I’ve lived in Coffs Harbour my whole life. I started taking photo’s early in

high school, and haven’t looked back. Over the years I have focused on just surf photography, taking photo’s out at

a few local reefs and beach breaks. I have started taking a few landscape shots over the past year, and I’m starting to

enjoy it more and more. I have recently purchased a drone, to capture a different perspective on photography/videography. I use Olympus cameras to capture my photographs. I have had much help over the years with my photography through my family and friends, and also Coffs Harbour Camera House.”

Peter Stocks, Year 12 JPC
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